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anyone currently shocked by the fact that the politicians in power recant and

reverse the views they held when they were in opposition (and vice versa) has

simply not paid any attention to history.

that's 100% to be expected.

where you stand depends up where you sit.

always.
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this latest biden refusal to commit to a view on packing SCOTUS until after the election is just this same phenomenon.

if he wins, he's for packing it. if he loses, he'll be against it.

this is because almost none of these people stand on any principles.

they just seek power.



this is why it's so hard to trust any of them.

and why shouldn't they act this way?

it's what we reward. we all accept their lies even when we KNOW they are lies. we elect them anyway.

we accept that all we ever get is the lesser of evils.

will biden pay any price? nope.



it's behavioralism 101

the fault lies not w/ these narcissistic liars & sociopaths, it lies with us

we're the ones electing them & putting up with monstrous & dishonest behavior because "it's not as bad as what the other

guy would do."

those are the railroad tracks to tyranny.



it demands a question:

if the outcome of an election is so impactful that it can make or ruin your life or save or lose the republic (as many claim it is)

is that not proof positive that the government is FAR too powerful?

do you really want to gamble for such stakes?

you know the game is rigged by two increasing nasty and power hungry parties neither of whom respects your rights.

most agree it's always a choice between the lesser of evils.

yet we keep giving the government more power and rewarding liars and tyrants.



this is like protecting your home from fire by surrounding it with dry hay bales and filling the basement w/ gasoline soaked

rags

the definition of insanity is doing the same thing over and over and expecting different results

so how else are we to diagnose this?

#DemandBetter
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